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I received an ARC of this book from the author and this is my review.
I have read and thoroughly enjoyed the first two books in this series and now,
having finished the third one, I have to say that it is the best yet, It’s really nice
to see how Mark and Pete are growing and, Yes, maturing as people and it’s
great to see Gwen unwinding and becoming a much nicer and warmer person
and I hope Pete continues to grow up and realize what he has in CeCi. This
story has a good mystery with the drug dealing thing and a murder both of which
are solved satisfactorily with the aid of Pete’s persistent bungling and Mark’s
vibeing and a twist that I never saw coming leading to the reveal of the
murderer. I like to see both Mark and Pete’s love interest progressing slowly but
surely and once again Thunder is in a fine LOUD form. While there’s not quite
as many LOL moments as there were in book 1 there’s still plenty of smiles and
chuckles And there were far fewer of the introverted soliloquies that tended to
slow book 1 down somewhat . The concept of Pete writing the book is
absolutely unique to this series and I’ve never seen anything like it in any of the
many mystery series I have read. In one of Bill Alive’s newsletters he said this
book had been proofread to death and he practically dared readers to find any
typos. I must at least say he’s honest because I kept a pad and pen beside me
all the time I was reading and I never had to make one note of a typo! Best
proofread eBook I have ever read and that’s a real treat. Now I’m ready for book
4 and the next mad adventure with all my friends in Back Mosby.

